
Beginners Guide to Bridge On-Line 

Getting Started 

With Bridge Clubs closed, you can still indulge in your favourite game online.   

This paper covers the biggest online site BBO.  There are other sites including Funbridge and  Bridge 

Club Live.  BBO offers unlimited free bridge with other players and with built in robots.   

Go to https://www.bridgebase.com/.  This works with PC’s, laptops and tablets.  There is also an app 

available. 

This is the opening screen:  Select Play bridge now.   

 

You will be taken to the following screen – it can be a little slow at present because of the large 

number of users.   

 

https://www.bridgebase.com/


 

This is the screen I get.  The computer remembers my User name (Mesurina) and password.  If you 

do not have a log in you need to register, select Become a member (free!).  You will see the following 

screen. 

 

You will be known online by the User name you select (so select it thoughtfully)  add a password.  

You have the option of selecting a Skill level and a Country.  Your choices will appear on your online 

profile which other players can see.  Agree to the Terms of Service and a blue box with Register in 

white letters will appear.  Select it and you will be taken to this opening screen: 



 

BBO offers a wide range of ways to play.  I suggest you start with the first option Solitaire.   It will 

allow you to gain experience of using BBO without annoying a human opponent!  Select Just Play 

Bridge.   This takes you to a table playing against 3 robots. 

 

You will get this screen: 



 

It will be your turn to bid.  Click on the “1” in the bidding area (ringed).  (If you are playing on a tablet 

see note below.) 

 



Legal bids appear.  Hover your mouse over a suit and a description of what your bid will mean to the 

Robot appears: 

 

Click on any Robot bid and an explanation appears: 

 



Click to make your bid – in this case 1H 

 

The Robot has made a bid.  I clicked on it to show what it meant.  You want to bid 3N so you click on 

3 and N.  In this case the bid was passed out and this screen appears: 

 



You play by clicking on the card you want.  The screen shows you the contract, and the number of 

tricks won by each side just below.   

Here is the screen after you have cashed your tricks: 

 

It will remain on the screen for a few seconds and then the next hand will appear. 

When you have finished playing click on Log off or just close the window or app.   

Once you have played a few hands and become used to playing on line you will want to try other 

areas of BBO where you can play with and against people rather than robots.   

Playing on a Tablet 

Instead of clicking you touch the menu item, card or bid you want.  The technique for hovering is to 

touch the suit – an explanation will appear.  Instead of releasing your finger (which will make the 

bid) slide it away from the suit then release it.  The explanation will disappear.  This may need a bit 

of practice 
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